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1. INTRODUCTION 

Micelles are enzyme catalysts, which are complex mixture of organic compounds mostly polymers 

treated as surfactant. The hydrophobic and electrostatic forces in presence of CTAB influence the 

rates of several oxidation reactions1. The enzyme catalysis possesses midway properties between 

homogeneous and heterogeneous catalysis. It is also called as micro heterogeneous catalyst.2-4 

Aggregates of these micelles in CMC range are responsible for altering the rate of reaction in aqueous 

solution which is extremely temperature dependent. 

N-bromoisonicotinamide (NBIN) is a moderate and mild halooxidant showing antimicrobial activity. 

This is non-hazardous, consumes little time and easily to isolate the final products when employed 

after oxidation. The psycho-economic activity of this oxidant is limited and scanty. Recently, this 

oxidant has been used in the oxidative study of aliphatic alcohols5
 and amino acids6 in lack of 

catalysts. The unsaturated acid contains –COOH, carboxylic functional group with double bond plays 

an important role in several biochemical process occurring in all cellular respiration. The oxidations 

of unsaturated acids have been studied rather more extensively than other substituted carboxylic acids. 

Even with the same oxidant different mechanistic routes have been proposed although CTAB enzyme 

catalyst has been utilised in exploring the oxidation of primary alcohol7 and aldehydes.8 various 

authors have reported the oxidation kinetics of unsaturated acids employing different oxidants 

KMnO4
9, LTA10 etc. However, no systematic kinetic work has been documented on NBIN oxidant. 

This prompted us to study the kinetic oxidation of acrylic and α-crotonic acid with NBIN catalysed by 

enzyme CTAB, to understand and enlightended the complicated bio-chemical mechanism.11 

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

All the chemical and solvents used in the studies are of analytic analaR grade. The NBIN was 

prepared in acetic acid BDH and its purity was checked iodometrically using 2% KI solution in 

presence of H2SO4. The substrate’s solution was prepared as mentioned in the literature. The kinetic 

study was initiated under the pseudo- first order condition [Substrate] ˃˃ [NBIN]. The micelle 

enzyme CTAB catalyst is of highest purity, available commercially was used under CMC condition. 

In kinetic run, the requisite amount of unsaturated acid (substrate) was taken in aqueous acetic acid in 
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a reaction glass vessel placed in a water thermostat at the experimental temperatures 40ο for 40 

minutes. The NBIN solution was taken in another flask kept in the same thermostat with an accuracy 

(±0.1οC), when both the solution attains, the same temperature, immediately, the reaction was 

followed by rapid addition of calculated amount of NBIN solution to the first vessel. The progress of 

the reaction was monitored by estimating the amount of unreacted oxidant at regular intervals of time 

iodometrically.12 

The observed data were fed in equation of integration method (k=2.303 log    a/a-x) for evaluation of 

observed rate constants. Replicate runs showed that rate constant were reproducible to within ± 3% 

precision. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The stiochiometry of each reaction under probe has been determined separately by keeping the 

reaction n mixture at room temperature for 24 hours. The estimation of unconsumed NBIN overall 

showed 1:2 mole ratio.  The stoichiometric equation may be represented as : 

 

Where, R = ‒H and –CH3 for acrylic and a-crotonic acid respectively. 

Table1.  Dependence of rate on the concentration of substrate 

103× [NBIN] (mol dm-3) = 2.50 (1, 2) ; 

103× [CTAB] (mol dm-3 )   = 1.00 (1, 2) ; 

CH3OOH-H2O, % (v/v)  = 30 (1), 40 (2) ; 

Temperature K = 313 (1, 2)  

S. No. 10
2
 ×[Substrate] (mol dm

-3
) 10

4
 k1 (s

-1
) 

Acrylic acid  (1) α-crotonic acid  (2) 

1.  1.25 2.19 2.78 

2.  2.00 3.50 4.03 

3.  2.50 3.85 4.62 

4.  3.33 3.92 4.82 

5.  4.00 3.82 4.92 

6.  5.00 3.57 4.79 

1. Acrylic acid (AA)     2.  ɑ–crotonic acid (CA) 

 

RCH = CH·COOH + 2 

CHO
+ 2H2O

CONHBr

COOH
+ 2 + RCHO + 2 HBr

CONH2

CTAB
RCH = CH·COOH + 2 

CHO
+ 2H2O

CONHBr

COOH
+ 2 + RCHO + 2 HBr

CONH2

CTAB

103 × [NBIN] (mol dm-3) = 2.50  (1, 2) ;  

103 × [CTAB] (mol dm-3) = 1.0  (1, 2) ;  

CH3COOH-H2O, % (v/v)   = 30 (1), 40 (2) ;

Temp. K  =  313 (1, 2)

Fig. 1 103 × [NBIN] (mol dm-3) = 2.50  (1, 2) ;  

103 × [CTAB] (mol dm-3) = 1.0  (1, 2) ;  

CH3COOH-H2O, % (v/v)   = 30 (1), 40 (2) ;

Temp. K  =  313 (1, 2)

Fig. 1
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Table2.  Effect of Solvent polarity on rate 

102× [Substrate] (mol dm-3) = 2.50 (1), 2.0 (2); 

103× [NBIN] (mol dm-3) = 2.50 (1, 2); 

103× [CTAB] (mol dm-3) = 1.00 (1, 2); 

Temperature K = 313 (1, 2) 

S. No. CH3COOH  % (v/v) 10
3
/ D 10

4
 k (s

-1
) 

Acrylic acid  (1) α-crotonic acid  (2) 

1.  20 17.17 3.44 3.61 

2.  30 19.15 3.85 3.98 

3.  40 21.98 4.02 4.13 

4.  50 25.64 4.87 5.35 

 

The corresponding aldehydes and glyoxalic acid were found to be the main products of oxidation, 

confirmed by spectroscopic method and other methods too. The aldehydes were also confirmed by 

determining their melting points of 2:4-DNP derivatives. The kinetic data was collected at several 

concentrations of oxidant in 30 and 40% (v/v) acetic acid in presence of enzyme catalyst (CTAB) at 

experimental temperature 400 C. The plot of log (a-x) versus time with unit slope exhibited first-order 

rate with respect to [NBIN]. The study indicated fractional-order kinetics when study was made by 

varying five-fold concentrations of unsaturated acids (Table 1). The order with respect to substrate 

varies from one to zero at their higher concentrations. The existence of complex formation between 

active species of oxidant H2O
+Br and substrate was established by inverse plot of k and [substrate]-1 

yields positive intercepts on Y-axis (Fig. 1). The rate of oxidation is slightly retarded by adding 

increasing concentration of H2SO4 showing fractional-order and its effect is almost negligible. The 

rate of reaction steadily increases by increasing the binary composition of acetic acid and water    

(Table 2). The linearity of Amis plot of log k versus 1/D gave positive slope indicating that two 

dipoles ions are involved in the reaction (Fig. 2). 

The rate of reaction is unaffected by addition of varying concentration of neutral salts NaCl and KCl 

which indicated that salt effect is negligible. The rate of reaction gradually inhibited by the successive 

addition of isonicotinamide, a reductant product of the reaction. The CTAB a micelles enzyme 

catalyst when added to the reaction mixture within CMC ranges initially catalyze the reaction at its 

optimum concentration attains a limiting value but rate declines when concentration of CTAB is 

increased. It is observed that CTAB leads a complex mechanism. 
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3.1.  Mechanism 

In the present study, powerful remote active species of oxidant is H2O
+Br which interact with the 

aliphatic unsaturated acids in the slow step, with the transfer of electron that occurs from substrate to 

active species during the formation of complex in a pre-equilibrium step. The study rules out the 

presence of free radicals in the reaction mixture when treated with acrylonitrile solution ignoring 

completely its participation in the reaction. Summing-up of experimental results, a probable 

mechanism for the oxidation of unsaturated aliphatic acids with NBIN, catalysed by enzyme CTAB 

could be proposed in following mode of scheme. 

 

Where, R = ‒H, ‒CH3 and for acrylic acid, ɑ-crotonic acid respectively. 

 

Step (4) is slow and rds of the reaction. 

The final rate law was derived as: 

 

Rate expression (6) apparently accounts for all the experimental facts satisfying the results. On 

assuming K2 >> K-1 and K1 [S] and neglecting the terms involved in denominator, the equation (6) 

reduces to: 

 

Equation (7) also explains the experimental findings. 

During the course of entire investigation in entitled reactions the lack of de-carboxylation was 

observed as H2O
+Br species attacks at carbon double bond carbon which causes fission forming 

glyoxalic acid. The rate law shows that reactions follows the transition state which are highly solvated 

and cyclic in nature. 

The observed order of reactivity was found in the sequence: 

ɑ-crotonic acid > Acrylic acid 

The presence of –COOH functional group and double bond plays an important role in explaining the 

mechanism. The cationitic species H2O
+Br attack at double bond (C=C) form complex causes fission 

to produce aldehyde and glyoxalic acid. According to study the electron donating group accelerates 

the rate of oxidation while electron attracting group retards the rate this suggests that the transition 

state must be electron deficient, the above order of reactivity is influenced by the structure molecular 

design of ɑ–crotonic acid containing CH3 group, showing inductive effect. The above order of 

RCH = CH·COOH + [CTAB] [CTAB …. RCH= CH·COOH]
+

HOBr + H H2O Br
+ +

+ H2O + HOBr

CONHBr CONH2

Isonicotinamide

+K1

K-1

…… (1)

…… (2)

…… (3)RCH = CH·COOH + [CTAB] [CTAB …. RCH= CH·COOH]
+

HOBr + H H2O Br
+ +

+ H2O + HOBr

CONHBr CONH2

Isonicotinamide

+K1

K-1

…… (1)

…… (2)

…… (3)

RCH     CHCOOH +  2H2O Br

OH

+

OH

RCHO + CHO +  2HBr

COOH

2H+

[CTAB …. RCH=CH·COOH] + 2H2O 
+ k2

[CTAB] + RCH ‒ CH·COOH] 

OHOH
[X]

Intermediate 

[C]

fast

…… (4)

…… (5)
RCH     CHCOOH +  2H2O Br

OH

+

OH
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COOH
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+ k2
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…… (5)

d [H2O Br]

dt

+

- =
K2 K1 [CTAB]T [S]

(K-1 + K2) + K1 [S]

+
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dt

+
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reactivity is further supported by activation parameters. The values of free energy of activation ∆G# 

(87.25 to 87.86 kJ/mole-1) and entropy ∆S# (-96.47 to 98.21 JK-1/mole-1) reveals that the activated 

complex formed at the transition state measures the randomness of the reaction. Over all, the reactions 

are enthalpy controlled. 

4. CONCLUSION 

The study reveals, the limiting value of rate constant was obtained at optimum concentration of 

CTAB, because of nature of junctural region of Gouy-Chapman-Stern layer of the miscelles. The 

complex formed at the transition state is not very rigid easily decomposes into the products which are 

identified by spectroscopic methods. 
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